
Local History Research: Weirs, Locks and Dams 
 
LCRK paddlers would be well familiar with the weir just upstream from Fullers Bridge – it pretty much sets the 
upstream limit of our paddling (unless you want to drag your boat over the top), and overflows with enthusiasm 
after periods of heavy rain. The weir was completed in 1938 – coinciding with the opening of the Lane Cove National 
Park in the area upstream of Fullers Bridge (which was completed 1918). 
 
But as we’ll see below, we could well have found ourselves with  a Lock (ie a proper Murray River Lock!) at 
Fishermans Point just upstream of our current 12km turn.  Now that would have made for some interesting Time 
Trial course records! And/or a permanent portage as part of the course! 
 
Perhaps predictably, both the current weir and the Lane Cove National Park, were the result of much discussion, 
lobbying and prevarication from the mid-1920’s. More interesting though, was that weirs, locks and dams at a 
variety of locations on the Lane Cove River were all on the agenda from the late 1800’s. 
 
For context:  

- the ‘Factory’ at Duck Corner had been in operation as a Flour Mill since ~1890 (and prior to that a Boiling 
Down Works from ~1870).  

- Fairyland Pleasure Grounds was a hive of activity from ~1900 
- Cumberland Paper Mills (up Stringybark Creek adjacent to the 6km turn) opened in 1913 
- And with catchment area logging and development from the 1880’s - the river had been rapidly silting up 

and sections of it had become only navigable at high tide around these times.  
- Dredging of the river came much later – most notably in the 1960’s 

 
There seem to be three primary motivations to damming the Lane Cove River: water supply, navigation and 
recreation. A summary of dates and descriptions of various proposals are shown below, and some of these are 
explored in more depth in the following pages. 

1. Purpose: Damming/retaining fresh water flows from upriver for irrigation and water supply purposes.  
- 1870. A dam, above the tidal influence (ie above current location of De Burghs Bridge) as Sydney’s water 

supply – or ‘lower down’ creating seven miles of dammed channel. 
- 1902. A weir at head of the navigable portion of the river (ie current location of De Burghs Bridge) – 25ft 

high for irrigation. 
- 1903. A weir at end of Balaclava Rd  North Ryde (opposite Gloucester Ave West Pymble) for irrigation. 30ft 

high with argument for 80ft (more dam than weir!) 
 

2. Purpose: Trafficable Locks as an aid to shipping navigation (both commercial and recreational) 
- 1899. A lock at end of Mars Road (ie just downstream of our 6km turn). In conjunction with a 

bridge/causeway for a promised tramway to the new Field of Mars subdivision. 
- 1900. A lock between Cunninghams Reach (‘Fishermans Point’) and Boronia Park. Lock to be 20ft wide, 20ft 

deep and 70ft long.  
 

3. Purpose: Beautification and recreation, oh and keeping the sharks out… 
- 1924. A dam/weir at ‘Fairyland Rocks’ for creation of a wonderful recreation reserve upstream. 
- 1936. A weir upstream of Fullers Bridge (ie current location) as part of the newly formed Lane Cove 

National Park. Both of which subsequently opened in 1938. 
 
The map overleaf (1943 aerial from Six Maps – copyright) shows the section of the river from the LCRK Pontoon – 
down to the 12km TT turn. Overlaid are three of the proposed lock/weir sites which would have impacted on our 
current day Time Trials. Whilst the aerial photo is some decades later than the original discussions – it gives some 
representation of the geography at the time. 
 
The discussion then proceeds with a chronological report on the various propositions….   



 



1870 – Sydney Water Supply… 
SMH 15 Sep 1870 
Source: https://trove.nla.gov.au/13218733  

Whilst only a letter to the editor, this lengthy letter 
(extract only) proposes a solution to Sydney’s Water 
supply. Either for a smaller a dam above the head waters 
of Lane Cove River (ie around De Burghs bridge) – or a 
much larger dam (logically at either Fullers or around 
Fairyland). As an alternative to Sydney water supply from 
Upper Nepean or Georges River. It demonstrates early 
thinking on the subject.  
 
 

1900 – a Lock at Cunninghams Reach (Fishermans) 
This idea is perhaps the most 
interesting, and was certainly the 
most developed – with  plans 
drawn, politicians serenaded, 
promises made and key 
stakeholders apparently on 
board.  
 
The proposal was for a  
substantial Lock – just a little 
upstream of our 12km turn point. 
Indications are the lock height 
would have retained up river 
section at a ‘permanent high tide’ 
level – ie not a massive lake.  
 
This would be consistent with 
preserving the upstream 
operations of both the Flour Mill 
at Duck Corner, and Fairyland 
Pleasure Grounds – both of 
which active (and influential) at 
the time.   
 
Alternate sources suggest a 
resultant 6ft rise at the Flour Mill 
however it is surmised this was 
probably a reference to ‘6ft 
above low tide’ vs ‘6ft above high 
tide’. 
 
The lock was described as being 
20ft wide, 20ft deep and 70ft 
long – capable of dealing with 
good sized steamers and ships 
(and even a couple of K4’s!) 
 
The original article from The 
Australian Star is reproduced 
overleaf. 
 
  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/13218733?searchTerm=dam%20%22lane%20cove%20river%22


 
Source: https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/230640661 
 

 

 

 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/230640661


 

 
  



For added context – here is an extract of the 1885 Field of Mars subdivision – overlaid with position of the lock and 
LCRK’s exiting 12km turn. Top left of the map is the (original) Sugarloaf (before dredging/reclamation activity). 

 
Source: https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-230182707  

 

…and the obligatory “Site Visit” 

 
Source: https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/85818386 

 
The article at right provides further elaboration on the 
motives for the Lock,  with the river only navigable the 
full nine miles (ie to De Burghs Bridge) at high tide – 
and only for light rowing boats! 
 
In 1901 there is record of Mr O’Sullivan having issued 
an instruction for preparatory works to commence on 
this Lock – although not much information on what 
happened from there.. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-230182707/view?searchTerm=%22field+of+mars%22#search/%22field%20of%20mars%22
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/85818386?searchTerm=weir%20%22lane%20cove%20river%22


1902  - Reservoir at head of the river (~De Burghs bridge) 

 
Source:  https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/236814411 

 
Not looking very encouraging – but again the prospect of a reservoir at the head of the river (ie near De Burghs 
Bridge). Purpose would appear to be for freshwater supply.  
 
O’Sullivan was the Minister for Works (ie State Gov’t) 
 

 
 

1903 – Weir at end of  Balaclava Road North Ryde / Turramurra 

 
Source: https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/237397203  

 
A Marsfield Council proposal for a weir at end of Balaclava Rd  North Ryde – crossing towards Gloucester Ave West 
Pymble). The height suggests this is more of a dam than a weir… 
 

 
 
  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/236814411
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/237397203


1924 – Weir just above Fairyland 

  
Source:  https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/223577352 

 
This proposal seems to be a combination of local councils – Ryde, Willoughby, Lane Cove, North Sydney with plans 
(or at least thoughts) of a ‘huge freshwater lake’ and what would become a National Park - upstream of Fairyland… 
 
Weir height is not discussed – but presume similar to the current Fullers weir (ie set above high water level to 
maintain separation of salt/fresh water) 
 
 

 

  
  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/223577352?searchTerm=weir%20%22lane%20cove%20river%22


1927 – Weir just above Fairyland 

 
Source: https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/246983610  

This article is three years on from previous– and is more emphatic (and descriptive) of a ‘National Park’ from 
Fairyland all the way to De Burghs bridge – with a weir at Fairyland as a key component.  

 

 

 

 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/246983610?searchTerm=weir%20%22lane%20cove%20river%22


1936 – Weir just above Fullers Bridge 

 
source: https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/230908146  

 
Whilst the National Park had been discussed previously (eg the 1927 article 
above), this is a firmer example of the proposal for the current weir.  
 
Construction of this started in 1937 and was completed in 1938 – as was the 
National Park including Riverside Drive and associated picnic areas. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1937 – Disappearing Pollution 
 

A portent of things to come…. 

 
trove.nla.gov.au//247221730 
 

1939 – Freshwater Sharks!  

 
And not even in the (fresh) water were you safe! 

 
trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/247813312 
 

 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/230908146?searchTerm=%22lane%20cove%20national%20park%22%20weir
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/247221730?searchTerm=weir%20%22lane%20cove%20river%22
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/247813312?searchTerm=weir%20%22lane%20cove%20river%22

